BEYOND GRADUATION: ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AND STRUCTURAL REFORM
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, increased attention is being paid to the dangers of imposing economic sanctions in felony, misdemeanor, juvenile, municipal, and traffic courts because the imposition of unmanageable fines, fees, surcharges, restitution, and forfeitures can be financially devastating for people and their families. One reform that has gained traction is the graduation of economic sanctions to account for their financial effect. To date, considerations of the efficacy of graduated sanctions focus on the individual benefits that would accrue from a properly designed graduation mechanism. In other words, the value of graduation is measured by comparing it to the serious negative consequences for individuals that may result from the imposition of ungraduated sanctions. This Article uses abolitionism as a heuristic because it changes the baseline, measuring graduation against a fundamentally different set of goals: the dismantling of the carceral state and its replacement with systems of “transformative justice.” Doing so indicates that graduation is in some ways consistent with and in other ways in opposition to structural reforms of criminal legal systems writ large. This Article uses those insights to identify potential complementary reforms designed to bring graduation in better alignment with structural reform efforts.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2015, police officers pulled over Kisha Snider in the small, central Oklahoma town of Boley.1 Boley has a venerable history: founded in 1904, it became a prosperous, primarily black, community, boasting the country’s first black-owned electric company and bank and described by Booker T. Washington as “the most interesting and enterprising negro town in the U.S.”2 But by the time the police stopped Ms. Snider, Bolely’s population had shrunk to just over 1,000 people,3 and with the town’s per capita income at only $3,255 annually, nearly 62 percent of its residents lived below the federal poverty line.4 Though the police originally justified stopping Ms. Snider because she violated the town’s traffic laws by putting on her turn signal too early, turning too wide, and having a nonworking light over her license plate, the stop led to a search of Ms. Snider’s vehicle during which the officers uncovered two marijuana joints.5

---

5. See Aspinwall, supra note 1.
Because she would face years in prison if convicted of marijuana possession, Ms. Snider agreed to a drug-court diversionary program.\(^6\) Oklahoma’s program can include a wide array of requirements, including the payment of “court costs, treatment costs, drug testing costs, a program user fee not to exceed Twenty Dollars ($20.00) per month, and necessary supervision fees.”\(^7\) Though a court may waive the fees if it finds a person is indigent,\(^8\) the court ordered Ms. Snider—who made $8.10 per hour as a nurse’s aid from which she supported herself and her four children—to pay.\(^9\) When she proved unable to keep up with the payments, the court removed her from the diversionary program and sent her to state prison.\(^10\)

Several months later and eighty miles away, Muskogee County Sheriff deputies pulled over Eh Wah for having a broken taillight.\(^11\) The deputies would later claim that their K-9 drug-detection dog positively alerted to the car,\(^12\) providing the necessary probable cause for the deputies to search Mr. Wah’s vehicle.\(^13\) Mr. Wah, a U.S. citizen who came to America as a refugee from Burma, had been on the road for months volunteering with a Christian rock band; the tour had generated over $42,000 in ticket and merchandise sales and donations, the bulk of which the band intended to donate to a religious college in Burma and an orphanage in Thailand that served displaced children.\(^14\) Mr. Wah was also carrying an additional $11,000, most of which had been a gift from one band member’s family and friends, as well as monies intended to cover the expenses of the trip.\(^15\) Though no drugs

\(^6\) Id.
\(^7\) OKLA. STAT. tit. 22, § 471.6(H) (2019).
\(^8\) See id.
\(^9\) See Aspinwall, supra note 1.
\(^10\) See id. (explaining that Ms. Snider struggled to make the payments and that “she decided it was just easier to go to prison”).
\(^13\) See, e.g., Illinois v. Caballes, 543 U.S. 405, 407, 410 (2005) (upholding the use of a K-9 during a routine traffic stop in a case in which the dog’s alert provided the probable cause necessary to search the vehicle).
\(^14\) Ingraham, supra note 11.
\(^15\) Id.
were found in the vehicle, the deputies determined that the K-9 alert, “inconsistent stories” told by Mr. Wah—who had limited English proficiency—and his inability to document the source of the funds on the spot were sufficient evidence that Mr. Wah obtained the money by committing drug crimes, and so the deputies seized the cash as crime proceeds.16

In recent years, news reports like these about the dangers of imposing economic sanctions in felony, misdemeanor, juvenile, municipal, and traffic courts have proliferated. These reports have told the stories of people locked in perpetual debt, forced to choose between paying for necessities as basic as toilet paper17 or paying unmanageable fines, surcharges, fees, and restitution,18 the nonpayment of which could lead to serious consequences—in Ms. Snider’s case, years of incarceration.19 Reports also document how people—including those never convicted of a crime—lose houses, cars, and life savings through forfeitures of cash and property.20

One reform that has gained traction is the graduation of economic sanctions to account for their real-world consequences. Graduation of fines, fees, surcharges, and restitution would involve an assessment of a person’s sources of income and living expenses to determine her ability to pay and then a reduction of any sanctions to a manageable amount.21 For forfeitures, graduation would require assessing how the loss of the cash or property at issue would affect a person’s financial and social stability and then the return of a portion of the proceeds from such forfeitures if necessary to avoid unwarranted financial repercussions from the loss.22 Some jurisdictions have no mechanism for graduation in place, and in some of those that do, the requirement

16. See Affidavit, supra note 12, at 1; Ingraham, supra note 11; see also infra notes 45, 76–85 and accompanying text.


18. For a description of these forms of economic sanctions, see infra Part I.

19. See supra notes 6–10 and accompanying text.


21. See infra notes 97–100 and accompanying text.

22. See infra notes 101, 131–33 and accompanying text.
is either ignored or inartfully applied—as apparently was the case for Ms. Snider. Nevertheless, as the electorate and appellate courts have become more aware of the negative consequences of unmanageable economic sanctions, there has been an increase in the number of jurisdictions that require graduation or that have engaged in efforts to improve existing systems to ensure graduation accurately discerns a person’s financial condition.

Graduation is necessarily an individualized inquiry, the efficacy of which has been measured against the baseline of ungraduated economic sanctions. It is unsurprising, then, that most discussions of the reform in the literature and the popular press—including in this author’s own work—focus on the benefits that would accrue to people and their families if a properly designed graduation mechanism were adopted.


See supra notes 8–10 and accompanying text.

See infra notes 98–100 and accompanying text. This Article begins from the premise that the mechanism for determining the effect of economic sanctions on a person’s financial and social well-being is designed to rely on objective criteria specifically tied to that person’s circumstances. As others have noted, poorly designed graduation mechanisms risk exacerbating other forms of discrimination. See Andrea Marsh & Emily Gerrick, Why Motive Matters: Designing Effective Policy Responses to Modern Debtors’ Prisons, 34 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 93, 122–23 (2015). For example, if a system allows a judge to discount negative fiscal consequences due to a belief that a person has not tried hard enough to find work, it would fail to account for larger structural issues such as racial or gender discrimination in employment. See, e.g., id. at 118–19; Theresa Zhen, (Color)Blind Reform: How Ability-To-Pay Determinations Are Inadequate To Transform a Racialized System of Penal Debt, 43 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 175, 193–200 (2019). For discussions of institutional-design considerations aimed at achieving objectivity in graduation assessments, see generally Beth A. Colgan, The Hamilton Project, Addressing Modern Debtors’ Prisons With Graduated Economic Sanctions That Depend on Ability To Pay (2019), https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Colgan_PP_201903014.pdf [hereinafter Colgan, Addressing Modern Debtors’ Prisons] and Beth A. Colgan, Graduating Economic Sanctions According to Ability To Pay, 103 IOWA L. REV. 53 (2017) [hereinafter Colgan, Graduating Economic Sanctions].

I became interested in the concept of graduation through my work regarding the Eighth Amendment’s excessive fines clause. See Beth A. Colgan & Nicholas M. McLean, Financial Hardship and the Excessive Fines Clause: Assessing the Severity of Property Forfeitures After Timbs, 129 YALE L.J. 253, 253–56 (2020); Beth A. Colgan, Reviving the Excessive Fines Clause, 102 CALIF. L. REV. 277, 319–37 (2014) [hereinafter Colgan, Reviving the Excessive Fines Clause]; Beth A. Colgan, The Excessive Fines Clause: Challenging the Modern Debtors’ Prison, 65 UCLA L. REV. 2, 46–75 (2018) [hereinafter Colgan, Challenging the Modern Debtors’ Prison]. The Supreme Court has rarely interpreted the clause but has indicated that consideration of the
There is reason to believe, however, that graduation may have implications for the broader structure of criminal legal systems that are not apparent if the reform is measured only against that baseline. Take, for example, Oklahoma. Had Ms. Snider the capacity to pay the various fees the court imposed on her for her participation in the diversion program, the revenues would have been divided between “the court clerk for the benefit and administration of the drug court program,” the providers of any treatment, drug testing, or supervision services, and the State Treasury for use by the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services’ Drug Abuse Education and Treatment Revolving Fund.27 And if successfully processed as a forfeiture, up to 100 percent of the cash the deputies seized from Mr. Wah would accrue to various funds used to support law enforcement and prosecution, including to Muskogee County to support the very type of drug-enforcement action that had ensnared Mr. Wah.28 In fact, over the last several years, Oklahoma has generated an average of nearly $7 million dollars in annual revenue statewide from cash and property forfeitures that can be distributed for those purposes.29 By looking only at how a reduction in fees or return of cash would be more equitable and fair to Ms. Snider and Mr. Wah, the question of how those same acts affect Oklahoma’s criminal legal system writ large remain unexamined.

In an effort to engage critically with the structural implications of graduation, this Article relies on abolitionism because it “inverts [the] baseline”30 by measuring reforms not against the status quo but instead against a fundamentally different set of goals: the dismantling of the carceral state and its replacement with systems of “transformative

financial effect of economic sanctions may be relevant to assessing the constitutionality of the punishment. See Timbs v. Indiana, 139 S. Ct. 682, 687–88 (2019) (describing Magna Carta as a predecessor of the excessive fines clause and emphasizing its principle that economic sanctions should “not be so large as to deprive [a person] of his livelihood” (quoting Browning-Ferris Indus. of Vt., Inc. v. Kelco Disposal, Inc., 492 U.S. 257, 271 (1989))). My interest in this constitutional issue led me to consider how a system might fairly and effectively graduate economic sanctions to account for such effects. See generally Colgan, Addressing Modern Debtors’ Prisons, supra note 25; Colgan, Graduating Economic Sanctions, supra note 25.

27. OKLA. STAT. tit. 22, § 471.6(H) (2019).
30. See Amna A. Akbar, Toward a Radical Imagination of Law, 93 N.Y.U. L. REV. 405, 443 (2018) (arguing that scholars should use radical social movements grounded in abolitionism to interrogate crime policy).
justice.” Though more often associated with the abolition of prisons and jails than the use of economic sanctions, abolitionism provides a particularly useful heuristic to address this question because abolitionists distinguish between technocratic reforms that merely improve criminal legal systems and more radical reforms that disrupt those systems. Abolitionism is especially helpful here given that it requires examination of economic and political pressures to provide necessary context for crime policy.

At first glance, because a properly designed system of graduating economic sanctions would allow people to extricate themselves from punishment sooner, it appears to fit well within abolitionist principles as a mechanism for transformative change rather than mere technocratic repair. In fact, early abolitionists cited graduation as a possible remedy to society’s reliance on prisons as a form of punishment. In 1976, the Prison Research Education Action Project (“PREAP”), a collective of abolitionist leaders, released an influential publication, *Instead of Prisons: A Handbook for Abolitionists*. In it, they offered a variety of alternatives to incarceration, including the use of restitution and fines. In doing so, the authors pointed favorably to the European “day-fines” model, under which the amount of a fine imposed is determined by multiplying a person’s daily income—minus

31. *See, e.g., Generation Five, Toward Transformative Justice: A Liberatory Approach to Child Sexual Abuse and Other Forms of Intimate and Community Violence* 5 (2007). [http://www.generationfive.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/G5_Toward_Transformative_Justice-Document.pdf](http://www.generationfive.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/G5_Toward_Transformative_Justice-Document.pdf) [https://perma.cc/U7Y6-LJ4U]. Within abolitionism, terminology is contestable. [See, e.g., Allegra M. McLeod, *Envisioning Abolition Democracy*, 132 Harv. L. Rev. 1613, 1630–31 (2019) (distinguishing “transformative” and “restorative” justice) [hereinafter McLeod, *Envisioning Abolition Democracy*]. For ease of reference, this Article refers to “transformative justice” to describe the overarching approach to replacing the carceral state. “Restorative justice” refers to a particular aspect of that replacement, which involves the manner in which communities could respond to behaviors that cause harm through programs that focus on accountability and community well-being rather than punishment. See *infra* Part II.B.2. As used in this Article, restorative justice programs are totally distinct from and unrelated to carceral systems. See *Generation Five*, supra, at 21 (rejecting restorative justice programs that have been “co-opted” into traditional criminal legal systems such as post-incarceration reentry programming).


33. *See id.* at 85 (regarding the importance of “tak[ing] into account economic and political structures and ideologies”).

34. *Infra* notes 125–30 and accompanying text.


36. *Id.* at 14, 22, 63, 102, 118–24.
deductions for living expenses and the like—with a penalty unit based on the seriousness of the given offense. The authors deemed the use of graduated economic sanctions transformative because it did not involve incarceration, allowed people to remain and participate in their communities, and presumably decreased the amount of money entering state coffers that would otherwise be used to finance custodial and community supervision.

Yet despite an early embrace of graduating economic sanctions as consistent with abolitionist principles, that understanding may be anachronistic. Though American governments have used economic sanctions as punishment and to recoup system costs since the colonial era, the massive expansion of fees, surcharges, restitution, and forfeitures in effect today had not yet occurred at the time PREAP wrote Instead of Prisons. The handbook’s authors also placed too much faith in the idea that trial courts would adhere to constitutional restrictions on the conversion of economic sanctions to incarceration, while in reality many courts have flatly ignored the constitutional prohibitions imposed by the U.S. Supreme Court on such practices.

Therefore, to assess the efficacy of graduation anew, this Article proceeds in three parts. Part I provides a brief overview of economic sanctions in the United States—the prevalence of their use, the distribution of revenues to fund criminal legal systems and other public projects, and the push in recent years for the adoption of meaningful graduation mechanisms. Part II then applies abolitionism using its two

---

37. *Id.* at 122–24.
38. *See id.* at 123.
40. *See infra* notes 49–66 and accompanying text.
41. *See KNOPP ET AL., supra* note 35, at 122 (citing *Tate v. Short*, 401 U.S. 395 (1971), in which the Court struck down the automatic conversion of economic sanctions to incarceration for those who could not pay).
key goals as the baseline against which graduation is assessed: dismantling criminal legal systems and then replacing them with systems of transformative justice. This examination reveals that properly designed graduation mechanisms can be of great value to individuals who would otherwise be subjected to financially crippling economic sanctions that can keep them ensnared in criminal legal systems. It may also shrink funding streams used to prop up such systems, aid in funding other social programs targeted at addressing the root causes of crime, and increase restitution collections as well as better address the nonmonetary needs of crime survivors. At the same time, however, graduation programs risk cementing the status quo by increasing revenue in some cases and thus disincentivizing critical examination of the scope and punitiveness of criminal legal systems, exacerbating inequalities created through mechanisms for distributing economic sanction revenues, and neglecting to force attention to the ways in which current systems of restitution fundamentally fail survivors. In other words, graduation as a reform is incomplete if divorced from broader efforts at structural transformation. Given the limitations of graduation revealed by viewing it through an abolitionist lens, this Article concludes in Part III by briefly identifying additional measures, along with their limitations, that could be adopted in conjunction with the graduation of economic sanctions and which are aimed at better securing structural transformation.

I. ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AND THE PUSH FOR GRADUATION

Economic sanctions constitute the most common form of punishment in the United States. All levels of courts—traffic and municipal courts, juvenile courts, and misdemeanor and felony courts at the local, state, and federal level—use economic sanctions, including fines, fees, surcharges, and restitution, to punish people\(^43\) found to have violated one or more of a vast network of offenses.\(^44\) State and federal


laws—and in some jurisdictions, local laws—also allow for the forfeiture of cash and property.\(^{45}\) The primary grounds for the government’s retention of forfeited assets is twofold. One basis is that the items in question constitute proceeds of criminal activity or were purchased with crime proceeds.\(^{46}\) Forfeitures are also allowed for cash or property that served as instrumentalities of an offense, meaning that a person used the property in some way during the commission of a crime,\(^{47}\) such as a car used during the solicitation of prostitution.\(^{48}\)

Although economic sanctions have been in use since the colonial era,\(^{49}\) the imposition of fees and surcharges in particular has boomed in recent decades. Beginning in the 1960s, the federal government began to heavily subsidize the “War on Crime,” distributing funds and equipment that state and local governments used to build up law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies and to expand jail and prison infrastructures.\(^{50}\) The federal government continues to provide financial assistance for state and local criminal legal systems, but that funding decreased significantly by the early 1980s.\(^{51}\) And so—eager to avoid tax increases and at times hamstrung from raising tax revenues by newly enacted state restrictions\(^{52}\)—lawmakers increasingly turned to economic sanctions\(^{53}\) to fund the systems of mass incarceration, mass supervision, and mass surveillance that began developing in the 1960s.

\(^{45}\) See generally DEE R. EDGECOURT, ASSET FORFEITURE: PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE IN STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS (2d ed. 2008).

\(^{46}\) See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 981(a)(1)(C) (2018) (allowing for the forfeiture of crime proceeds, including property traceable to such proceeds).


\(^{48}\) See, e.g., Bennis v. Michigan, 516 U.S. 442, 453 (1996) (holding that the forfeiture of a jointly owned car used by a husband to engage in sexual activity for payment did not violate the wife’s interests under the takings clause despite the state statute’s lack of an innocent owner defense).

\(^{49}\) Colgan, Reviving the Excessive Fines Clause, supra note 26, at 302–19.


\(^{51}\) See Karin D. Martin, Monetary Myopia: An Examination of Institutional Response to Revenue from Monetary Sanctions for Misdemeanors, 29 CRIM. JUST. POL’Y REV. 630, 636–39 (2018) (discussing decreases in federal funding that had been provided to states through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration).

\(^{52}\) See, e.g., MENENDEZ ET AL., supra note 23, at 6, 39 (describing restrictions on taxing passed by Oklahoma in 1992 and a 1998 state constitutional amendment in Florida requiring courts to self-fund through fines, fees, and surcharges).

\(^{53}\) See, e.g., COUNCIL OF ECON. ADVISERS, supra note 43, at 2–3; Martin, supra note 51, at 636–39.
and that would continue to flourish during the tough-on-crime boom of the 1980s and 1990s through today. 54 Fines have long been used to fund both criminal legal systems and other public expenditures, 55 but lawmakers additionally began devising an array of administrative fees to be imposed on people accused or convicted of violating the law, which were aimed at recouping system costs, including fees linked to expenditures for law enforcement and prosecutorial efforts, indigent defense services, pre- and post-trial incarceration, probation and parole supervision, court processes, and collection efforts. 56 

Lawmakers in many jurisdictions also created an array of surcharges—essentially fines on top of fines—used to fund criminal legal processes, 57 as well as to supplement general coffers and underwrite public works as diverse as infrastructure projects, 58 education services, 59 and election systems. 60 

The use of forfeitures has also skyrocketed in recent years. Between 1970 and 1984, Congress passed a series of statutes that shifted forfeiture revenue from general coffers to direct retention by

---

54. See, e.g., JOE SOSS, RICHARD C. FORDING & SANFORD F. SCHRAM, DISCIPLINING THE POOR: NEOLIBERAL PATERNALISM AND THE PERSISTENT POWER OF RACE 101–11 (2011). Restitution also began to expand during this period, as states moved restitution into criminal sentencing and in some cases subjected the survivor’s losses to multipliers to significantly increase restitution amounts. See generally Cortney E. Lollar, What Is Criminal Restitution?, 100 IOWA L. REV. 93 (2014) (providing a history of restitution practices in the United States).

55. See, e.g., Colgan, Reviving the Excessive Fines Clause, supra note 26, at 306, 308, 313–14 (describing the use of fines and forfeitures to pay jury costs, qui tam prosecutors, and law enforcement expenses in the colonies and early American states). Today, the distribution of revenues generated from the imposition of fines varies from place to place, and it may be allocated in whole or in part to the jurisdiction’s general fund or be designated for a specific use. See, e.g., MATT BURRESS & BEN JOHNSON, MINN. HOUSE RESEARCH DEP’T, TRAFFIC CITATIONS 7–9 (2019), https://www.house.leg.state.mn.us/hrd/pubs/trafcit.pdf [https://perma.cc/4XU-FDFP] (detailing Minnesota’s distribution of traffic violation fine revenue under various circumstances to state or local general funds or other designated accounts).


59. See, e.g., infra note 162 and accompanying text.

60. See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 16-954(C) (2019) (funding Arizona’s Clean Elections program).
federal law enforcement and prosecutorial offices. The idea behind this shift was that forfeiture dollars would not only drain resources from people engaged in lawbreaking, but it would also simultaneously fund the expanding criminal legal apparatus, particularly as it related to drug- and organized-crime enforcement. As then–Attorney General Richard Thornburgh explained in 1989: “It is truly satisfying to think that it is now possible for a drug dealer to serve time in a forfeiture-financed prison, after being arrested by agents driving a forfeiture-provided automobile, while working in a forfeiture-funded sting operation.”

Following the expansion of forfeiture at the federal level, local and state lawmakers soon followed suit with their own forfeiture statutes. Additionally, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 created what is known as the “Equitable Sharing” Program, which provides two avenues for local and state governments to coordinate with the federal government on forfeiture activities. First, if local and state law enforcement participate in a federal operation, the federal government awards a portion of associated forfeiture revenues to the state or local entity dependent on the extent of its participation. Second, even if the law enforcement activity through which property is seized is unrelated to a federal operation, the federal government can adopt cash and property seized by local and state law enforcement, returning up to 80 percent of the value of the forfeited money directly to the agencies.
involved so long as the alleged offense could have been charged under federal law.66

As with other forms of economic sanctions, the distribution of forfeiture revenues is dependent on the jurisdiction and the mechanism through which the forfeiture is processed. Federally retained forfeiture proceeds are typically designated for use by law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies as well as for restitution or to fund victim-compensation programs.67 Federal law also requires that monies distributed through the Equitable Sharing Program be used solely for law enforcement or prosecutorial purposes.68 State and local distribution laws, on the other hand, vary to a greater degree. In the majority of jurisdictions, a significant percentage of,69 and in some cases all,70 proceeds from forfeitures accrue to law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies. In others, forfeitures must be placed in the jurisdiction’s general fund or are otherwise designated for purposes outside of the criminal legal system.71

---


67. See Stillman, supra note 64 (reporting that between January 2012 and August 2013, “the Department of Justice ha[d] turned over more than $1.5 billion in forfeited assets to four hundred thousand crime victims, often in cases of corporate criminality”); About: Treasury Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture, U.S. Dep’t Treasury, https://www.treasury.gov/about/organizational-structure/offices/Pages/The-Executive-Office-for-Asset-Forfeiture.aspx [http://perma.cc/5N54-Q3KJ] (explaining that asset forfeiture funds are used for law enforcement and related purposes); Asset Forfeiture Program: The Fund, U.S. Dep’t Just., https://www.justice.gov/afp/fund [http://perma.cc/6BLK-DGHH] (explaining that forfeiture revenues must be used to cover the costs of forfeiture operations or to “finance certain general investigative expenses”).

68. See Guide to Equitable Sharing, supra note 66, at 13–18 (stating that “[s]hared funds must be used to increase or supplement the resources of the receiving state or local law enforcement agency” and providing a list of permissible law enforcement uses). Despite this requirement, at least some local lawmakers appear to offset monies obtained through federal forfeitures by reducing law enforcement budgets. See Baicker & Jacobson, supra note 62, at 2115, 2128–29.


70. See, e.g., Ala. Code § 20-2-93(c) (2019).

71. See, e.g., infra note 162 and accompanying text. Just because local or state law designates revenue from economic sanctions for purposes outside of criminal legal systems does not mean that funds are so distributed. In some cases, due to a lack of oversight, law enforcement retains funds even where required to submit the revenues for other purposes. See Michael D. Makowsky,
As a result of the increased variety, scope, and application of economic sanctions, lawmakers have been able to tap into a multibillion-dollar tax-avoidance mechanism that can be used to fund both criminal legal institutions and other public projects. Dependence on economic sanctions varies from place to place, and the net revenue hinges on the resources expended to impose and collect such sanctions. At the federal level, which relies less heavily on economic sanctions, the government collected nearly $8 billion in fines and restitution in fiscal year 2017 alone. Though transparency and data-collection issues make it impossible to ascertain exact figures, those amounts are dwarfed at the state and local level. Forfeiture revenues have also exploded in large part due to increased uses of civil forfeitures, also known as “civil in rem,” “civil asset,” or “administrative” forfeitures. While criminal forfeitures are a component of criminal processes and imposed as a part of a sentence following conviction, civil forfeitures occur when the government files an action against a particular piece of property or cash related in some manner to alleged criminal activity, which it may pursue even without securing a conviction for—or even charging anyone with—a crime. Civil forfeiture processes also often shift the burden of proof, requiring

72. See infra notes 235–38 and accompanying text.
73. In some jurisdictions, gross revenues are substantially offset by costs related to imposition and collections. For example, in-court hearings and jail costs take up $0.41 per $1.00 collected from fines and fees in New Mexico and Texas, though those figures do not account for fines and fees imposed in noncriminal traffic cases for which revenues may be higher and costs lower. MENENDEZ ET AL., supra note 23, at 5, 9, 19
people to prove their innocence to succeed in reclaiming their assets.\textsuperscript{79} Further, because there is no constitutionally recognized right to counsel in civil forfeiture proceedings,\textsuperscript{80} individuals are left with the option of retaining counsel that may be more expensive than the seized cash or property’s value.\textsuperscript{81} The alternative is to navigate often-Byzantine forfeiture proceedings on their own.\textsuperscript{82} Unsurprisingly, many civil forfeitures go unchallenged.\textsuperscript{83} With the expansion of civil forfeiture practices, net deposits in federal forfeiture funds reached over $2.5 billion in fiscal year 2011 and $4.7 billion the following year,\textsuperscript{84} and estimates of revenues from state and local forfeiture programs place annual intake by the mid-2000s at over $1 billion for drug-related forfeitures alone.\textsuperscript{85}

Though a boon to the government, for people of limited means, economic sanctions can have significant, negative short- and long-term consequences. Debt from economic sanctions often begets more debt, particularly from interest, collections costs, and late-payment fees that prevent people from paying down the principal.\textsuperscript{86} Aggressive collection practices include the use of property liens, tax intercepts, wage garnishment, driver’s license revocation, probation or parole

\textsuperscript{79}. See, e.g., id.

\textsuperscript{80}. See Scott v. Illinois, 440 U.S. 367, 373–74 (1979) (holding that the Sixth Amendment’s right to counsel does not extend to cases that do not result in a term of incarceration). There may be a statutory right to counsel in some cases. For example, federal law allows for the provision of counsel if a person is represented in a related criminal matter and requires the provision of counsel if the property forfeited is the owner’s primary residence. 18 U.S.C. § 983(b) (2018).

\textsuperscript{81}. Cf. Brian D. Kelly & Maureen Kole, The Effects of Asset Forfeiture on Policing: A Panel Approach, 54 ECON. INQUIRY 558, 573 (2016) (“[I]n Maine, for example, median forfeiture ranged from $1,820 to $2,630 per year over the course of 5 years, and in Virginia from $615 to $1,289 over the course of 12 years.”).

\textsuperscript{82}. See, e.g., Stillman, supra note 64 (quoting Louis Rulli, University of Pennsylvania clinical professor and forfeiture defense attorney, regarding complex affirmative defenses available in Philadelphia forfeiture proceedings that are unknown even to most lawyers).

\textsuperscript{83}. See Sallah et al., supra note 20 (describing a review of nearly 62,000 seizures and noting that “[o]nly a sixth of the seizures were legally challenged, in part because of the costs of legal action against the government”); Stillman, supra note 64 (reporting that 70 percent of forfeitures in Texas are uncontested).

\textsuperscript{84}. See Kelly & Kole, supra note 81, at 558, 560 tbl. 1 & n.6 (documenting that deposits in the U.S. Department of Justice’s forfeiture fund reached nearly $1.7 billion in fiscal year 2011 and $4.2 billion in fiscal year 2012 and the U.S. Treasury Department’s forfeiture fund totaled $868.1 million and $516.6 million respectively).

\textsuperscript{85}. See id. at 560 n.6 (estimating $934 million in forfeitures at the state and local level in 2007 but noting that the figures are significantly understated because it is based on limited data that does not account for all forfeitures).

\textsuperscript{86}. See, e.g., ALBIN-LACKEY, supra note 17, at 24–25.
extensions or revocation, and even incarceration. Therefore, not only do people with unmanageable debt face a decreased ability to pay for basic human needs such as housing, food, and medical care, but governmental collection efforts can also exacerbate that instability. For example, the administrative difficulties caused by wage garnishment processes may make employers reluctant to hire people with ongoing debt, and the revocation of a driver’s license can make it difficult, if not impossible, to obtain or maintain employment or meet necessary obligations required for successful completion of probation or parole. Because forfeitures typically involve the seizure of cash or property, they do not create ongoing debt in the same manner as other forms of economic sanctions, but they still bear serious consequences for people whose assets have been seized. The loss of one’s home, automobile, business equipment, and more can interfere with a person’s ability to participate in the labor market or access educational services, meet basic human needs, maintain family and social stability, and satisfy other legal obligations.

In light of these potential repercussions, there have been increasing calls to graduate economic sanctions to account for a person’s financial circumstances. In some jurisdictions, the possibility of graduation has existed for some time, because relevant laws have either required or allowed judges to waive or lower the amount of fines, fees, or surcharges imposed. These laws often provide little guidance,


89. See, e.g., Alan M. Voorhees Transp. Ctr. & N.J. Motor Vehicle Comm’n, Motor Vehicles Affordability and Fairness Task Force: Final Report 38 (2006), https://www.state.nj.us/mvc/pdf/about/AFTF_final_02.pdf [https://perma.cc/2EW6-QKJK] (detailing the implications of driver’s license suspensions, including that 42 percent of people lost employment, of whom 45 percent remained unemployed, and of the remaining 55 percent, the vast majority only found employment at reduced-income levels); cf. Colgan & McLean, supra note 26, at 431, 446–47 (noting the difficulties that loss of access to transportation can cause for attending probation and parole meetings).

90. Colgan & McLean, supra note 26, at 437–47.

91. See, e.g., supra note 8 and accompanying text.
however, on how to determine a person’s ability to pay, and in some cases may simply be ignored. Further, relevant laws typically prohibit the graduation of one or more types of economic sanctions, including, in most jurisdictions, restitution. Similarly, forfeiture statutes also customarily make no allowances for graduation of cash or property forfeitures. A push to improve graduation mechanisms where they do exist, and to create such systems where they do not, has come from two sources. First, public consternation regarding the poor treatment of people of limited means brought to light by advocates and investigative journalists in recent years has led to successful efforts to reform the law. Second, an increasing number of state and federal courts have found that considering the financial effect of economic sanctions prior to their imposition is constitutionally required.

Graduation mechanisms may vary from location to location, but they share a central goal of ensuring that economic sanctions do not place people and their families in a state of fiscal instability that undermines access to basic human needs and from which it would be difficult to recover. Although graduation mechanisms generally involve a determination of a person’s income, if any, offset by a series of deductions for expenses related to basic needs of the person and his or her family, the manner in which such information is used to reduce

92. See FERGUSON REPORT, supra note 42, at 44, 53 (regarding the municipal court’s “legally inadequate” failure to consider ability to pay despite a state statutory requirement); supra notes 23–24 and accompanying text.

93. See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 12.55.051(c) (2019) (allowing reductions in other economic sanctions but not restitution).

94. See, e.g., MICH. COMP. LAWS § 600.4702 (2019).


96. See, e.g., Colo. Dep’t of Labor & Emp’t v. Dami Hosp., 442 P.3d 94, 102 (Colo. 2019) (“[C]ourts considering whether a fine is constitutionally excessive should consider ability to pay in making that assessment.”); State v. Timbs, 134 N.E.3d 12, 34–35 (Ind. 2019) (holding that a subjective inquiry into the financial effect of an automobile forfeiture was necessary for application of the Eighth Amendment’s excessive fines clause).

economic sanctions may take different forms. For example, in 2018, the City and County of San Francisco adopted a system by which the fines and fees that would otherwise be imposed for traffic offenses are reduced by 80 percent for any person determined to be under 250 percent of the federal poverty level or who receives means-tested public benefits. Rather than using a flat cutoff, lawmakers might also adopt a more granular approach that allows for reduction or waiver of economic sanctions based on a person’s specific economic circumstances, as both Kentucky and Texas did in 2017. Another possible approach involves “day-fines,” a form of graduation used in some European and Latin American countries under which offenses are assigned a penalty unit based on the seriousness of the offense; that penalty unit is then multiplied by the person’s adjusted daily income to reach an amount of economic sanctions that is responsive to both the nature of the offense and the person’s financial circumstances. Similar systems could be employed with respect to cash forfeitures. Property forfeitures would likely require a slightly different approach, whereby courts would determine how the loss of the property at issue would affect a person’s financial condition. For example, a portion of the proceeds from the government’s sale of a forfeited home may need to be returned to ensure a person and his or her family can still maintain stable, alternative housing.

Graduation, therefore, has great potential to make criminal legal systems fairer and more equitable at the individual level. The question that remains, however, is whether graduation supports or undermines the possibility of broader structural reform, particularly given the economic stakes for criminal legal actors and policymakers. This Article turns to that question next, using abolitionism as a lens through which to critically assess graduation.

II. GRADUATION OF ECONOMIC SANCTIONS THROUGH AN ABOLITIONIST LENS

To understand how abolitionism can operate as a critical lens for assessing the efficacy of graduating economic sanctions, it is essential

to first articulate its bounds. Modern abolitionists intentionally use the word “abolition” as a direct link to the movement in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to abolish slavery for two reasons. First, the term is adopted in recognition of the original abolitionists’ audacity of imagining a world without the enslavement of people and the ultimate achievement of that goal in the United States, which provides hope and guidance for attaining the type of fundamental societal transformation modern abolitionists seek. Second, modern abolitionists center their advocacy on the historical relationship between the end of slavery and the modern carceral state—from the Black Codes and convict-leasing systems that effectively reenslaved people in the Reconstruction Era South, to the racialization of crime policy and policing practices in the North and West as African Americans fled Jim Crow laws during the Great Migration, to crime policy leading out of the Civil Rights Era, to the way in which the legacy of generational economic deprivation still leaves African Americans in economically depressed, heavily policed communities today. As Saidiya Hartman has written, understanding that historical relationship is critical “because black lives are still imperiled and devalued by a racial calculus and a political arithmetic that were entrenched centuries ago. This is

102. For a more robust description of abolitionism than can be offered here, see Dorothy E. Roberts, The Supreme Court 2018 Term: Foreword: Abolition Constitutionalism, 133 HARV. L. REV. 1, 3–49 (2019).


104. See, e.g., Roberts, supra note 102, at 7, 19–42, 48–49.


107. See generally HINTON, supra note 50 (disproving the idea that the “War on Crime” began in the Reagan Era by documenting policies dating back to the 1960s).

the afterlife of slavery—skewed life chances, limited access to health
and education, premature death, incarceration, and impoverishment.”¹⁰⁹

Even with a common grounding in historical abolition efforts,
defining the bounds of the modern movement is somewhat fraught
because—like all social movements¹¹⁰—abolitionism exists on a
spectrum.¹¹¹ In particular, despite its importance, the link to abolition
in the context of slavery—in other words, the total elimination of
the institution—does not fully capture the range of positions that people
who identify as “abolitionists” embrace today. To be sure, there are
abolitionists that believe in the immediate and total elimination of
prisons and policing full stop.¹¹² Others call for “the complete and utter
dismantling of prisons, policing, and surveillance as they currently exist
within our culture,”¹¹³ leaving the door open for intermediate system
reforms short of that goal until it can be reached. Still others explicitly
accept that there may be circumstances under which people should be
subject to some form of confinement for a limited time, albeit under
conditions that would be unrecognizable when compared to such
institutions today.¹¹⁴

¹⁰⁹. SAIÐIYA HARTMAN, LOSE YOUR MOTHER: A JOURNEY ALONG THE ATLANTIC SLAVE
ROUTE 6 (2007).
¹¹⁰. See, e.g., Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, Five Years Later, Do Black Lives Matter?, JACOBIN
mike-brown-eric-garner [https://perma.cc/VZ3E-AM9H] (documenting the development of the
Movement for Black Lives and how “movement participants come to radically different
conclusions about what the objective should be”).
¹¹¹. See Roberts, supra note 102, at 6 (“It is hard to pin down what prison abolition means.”).
¹¹². See, e.g., Ward, supra note 108, at 3 (noting “growing and compelling calls for a society
without police or prisons”).
closing of all correctional facilities . . . . Part of our work, then, must be to create the conditions
necessary to ensure the possibility of a world without prisons.”); End the War on Black People,
MOVEMENT FOR BLACK LIVES, https://policy.m4bl.org/end-war-on-black-people [https://perma.cc/XS8U-CJ2M] (“Until we achieve a world where cages are no longer used against
our people we demand an immediate change in conditions and an end to all jails, detention
centers, youth facilities and prisons as we know them.”) (emphasis added)).
¹¹⁴. See, e.g., KNOPP ET AL., supra note 35, at 19–20, 129–30; see also id. at 36 (“Tho[ugh]
some advocate abolishing the criminal law, for the present most abolitionists advocate limiting
criminal law to reduce its discriminatory and arbitrary powers and its extended use as a tool of
socialization.”) (footnotes omitted)).
Yet, even across this spectrum of beliefs, abolitionists share an insistence on replacing the carceral state—“the country’s vast archipelago of jails and prisons, [and] the far-reaching and growing range of penal punishments and controls that lies in the never-never land between the prison gate and full citizenship”—with interventions that address complex social issues related to inequality including poverty, health, and structural racism. The reach of the carceral state that abolitionists challenge includes abusive practices related to economic sanctions.

Abolitionism’s insistence on reimagining societal structures is what makes it a particularly potent tool for assessing proposed reforms, whether one agrees with abolitionist principles or not. Though the audacity of these goals lead people to discount abolitionists as “utopians and idealists whose ideas are at best unrealistic and impracticable, and, at worst, mystifying and foolish,” it is that very resolve to achieve radical societal transformation that provides a fundamentally different benchmark, the application of which may reveal that a promising reform actually risks “a new round of damaging controls, inflicted upon an even greater number of citizens.”

This Article, therefore, takes two key questions from abolitionism to assess graduation of economic sanctions as a reform, each tethered to the ultimate goal of broad structural change: first, whether graduation aids in dismantling, rather than perpetuating, the carceral state; and second, whether it supports the replacement of current criminal legal processes with systems of “transformative justice.”

---

116. DAVIS, ARE PRISONS OBSOLETE?, supra note 32, at 107–08; McLeod, Envisioning Abolition Democracy, supra note 31, at 1616. Some abolitionists understand this shift to represent a rejection of capitalism in favor of other forms of governance such as a socialist democracy. See, e.g., ANGELA Y. DAVIS & EDUARDO MENDIETA, ABOLITION DEMOCRACY: BEYOND EMPIRE, PRISONS, AND TORTURE 21, 68, 99 (2005).
117. See Elizabeth Jones, Racism, Fines and Fees and the US Carceral State, RACE & CLASS, Jan.–Mar. 2018, at 43 (arguing that the carceral state must be understood to include the use of economic sanctions); End the War on Black People, supra note 113 (calling for a prohibition on “mandatory fines, fees, court surcharges and ‘defendant funded’ court proceedings”).
118. See infra notes 309–10 and accompanying text.
120. See KNOPP ET AL., supra note 35, at 20.
121. See supra note 31 and accompanying text. Abolitionism could be used to assess ungraduated economic sanctions against the vision of a diminished carceral state and expansion of transformative justice. The analysis here is distinct from such an inquiry, however, due to the way graduation pushes revenue streams up and down, which may then have unique consequences.
A. Goal One: Dismantle the Carceral State

To assess whether a policy aids in dismantling the carceral state, abolitionists distinguish between reforms that “diminish [the] power and function”\(^{122}\) of criminal legal systems and mere technocratic reforms that may provide relief in individual cases but also entrench or legitimize such systems.\(^{123}\) In undertaking such an assessment, abolitionists have insisted on attending to the ways in which criminal legal processes are tied to economic policy, and how policymakers may be influenced by the system’s capacity to “generate huge profits from processes of social destruction.”\(^{124}\)

By reducing economic sanctions to a manageable amount, graduation certainly provides individual relief. Not only does graduation alleviate the financial burdens of the punishment, it also significantly reduces the likelihood that the negative consequences of nonpayment may accrue.\(^{125}\) The question is whether that individual relief is consistent with the goal of dismantling the carceral state or in opposition to it.

Decreasing the amount of fines, fees, and surcharges imposed may diminish the scope of the carceral state by limiting the duration of time that people fall under its thumb. For example, a typical condition of probation or parole includes the payment of economic sanctions.\(^{126}\) Though constitutionally dubious, in many jurisdictions people may be subject to continued supervision because of unsettled economic sanctions they have no meaningful ability to pay.\(^{127}\) By reducing the economic sanctions imposed to a manageable amount, people are able to satisfy their conditions of supervision more quickly, thereby shrinking the number of people subject to carceral control. Similarly,
eligibility for record sealing and expungement—often critical for one’s ability to obtain housing and employment—as well as restoration of voting rights—often hinges on full payment of economic sanctions. Therefore, by making it more feasible for people to complete payment, these individuals can more readily extricate themselves from the grip of the carceral state.

The graduation of forfeitures to account for their effect on fiscal and social well-being, if implemented, would also help diminish criminal legal systems by depleting a source of their funding. As noted above, in the majority of jurisdictions, proceeds from forfeitures accrue in whole or in part to law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies. Graduating forfeitures to account for financial effect, however, disrupts that flow of cash and property. For example, if police in Hawaii seize a vehicle suspected of being used in a drug transaction, lawmakers allow the police to retain one-quarter of the proceeds from the vehicle’s sale, distribute another quarter to the prosecutor, and award the remaining half to the Hawaii Attorney General’s office for law enforcement purposes. Were Hawaii to adopt a program for graduating the forfeiture to account for the owner’s financial and social well-being, the government may be limited to retaining a smaller portion of the vehicle’s value, returning the remainder to the owner to obtain a different vehicle to attend work or school, medical visits, and the like. In so doing, monies available to fund key actors who maintain the carceral state—particularly law enforcement and prosecution—are necessarily reduced.

Other potential outcomes of graduation, however, undermine abolitionist goals by entrenching, or even supporting the expansion of, the carceral apparatus. Perhaps surprisingly—unlike forfeitures—the
graduation of fines, fees, and surcharges downward to a manageable amount may actually bolster funding for criminal legal systems and therefore support or even expand upon the status quo. Experience with graduation in the United States suggests that when people are faced with unmanageable economic sanctions, they are less likely to pay than if sanctions are graduated. 134 Therefore, even though graduation reduces the amount imposed, collections—and, by extension, funding to support criminal legal systems—are likely to rise. Absent graduation, existing structures for the use of economic sanction revenues do transform people subjected to policing and prosecution “into sources of profit.”135 With graduation, those same people may become unwilling participants into the system’s continuation and expansion as collections increase.136

A key risk of improved collections that may result from graduating fines, fees, and surcharges is that graduation will disincentivize lawmakers from engaging in critical examination of the scope and severity of criminal legal systems, something Karin Martin has described as “monetary myopia.”137 In other words, if a lawmaker is reliant on those revenues, she may be less like to consider crime policy on a larger scale, including whether a particular type of activity should be legalized, whether sentences should be reduced, how policing should be regulated, or the extent to which managing social problems through criminal legal systems creates harm.

Increasingly, studies suggest that lawmakers and system actors are in fact influenced, at least in part,138 by the revenue-generating capacity of economic sanctions. For example, researchers have linked increased traffic ticketing to both budgetary shortfalls139 and statutory limitations


135. DAVIS, ARE PRISONS OBSOLETE?, supra note 32, at 88.

136. Cf. Alexandra Natapoff, Misdemeanor Decriminalization, 68 VAND. L. REV. 1055, 1059 (2015) (critiquing policy changes that would replace criminal punishments with civil fines because “we risk turning the most vulnerable population into funding fodder for the very institution from which we are trying to protect them”).

137. Martin, supra note 51, at 633 (defining “monetary myopia” as “a short-sighted focus on revenue at the expense of considering other important, competing concerns”).

138. See infra note 144 and accompanying text.

on other mechanisms for generating revenue such as property tax caps. Lawmakers may even write revenue increases into budget forecasts, leaving solvency dependent on an uptick in offenses—or the policing of offenses—that can lead to the imposition of economic sanctions. The system, therefore, becomes self-perpetuating: reliance on economic sanctions leads to a need for law enforcement to police offenses that are revenue generating, courts to impose such sanctions, and an administrative apparatus to collect revenues, which leads to greater dependence on economic sanctions. In other words, increased revenues resulting from the graduation of economic sanctions may lead to greater entrenchment or expansion of existing systems, to the detriment of critical examination of the breadth and consequences of the criminal law.

Monetary myopia may be particularly difficult to disrupt because people most often subjected to the laws and enforcement practices have reduced political power. For example, a study of traffic ticketing in North Carolina revealed that even though ticketing generally increased in relation to economic downturns, reliance on ticketing could be reduced with even “marginal increases” in a community’s political participation, suggesting that system actors were reticent to engage in revenue-generating practices in communities where they may encounter meaningful political pushback. Stated differently, revenue goals and political economy alone cannot explain current


140. Makowsky & Stratmann, supra note 139, at 510–12, 526.

141. See, e.g., Garrett & Wagner, supra note 139, at 72 (describing how Nashville’s mayor “included a 33 percent increase in traffic ticket revenue” in a proposed budget); see also Martin, supra note 51, at 643 (quoting Stephen Dahl, President of the Nevada Judges Association, describing a policy by which funding for Nevada’s courts is dependent upon collections from economic sanctions as follows: “The policy subconsciously hopes for more crime. A good year in raising administrative assessment fees is a year when the crime rate goes up; a bad year is when the crime rate goes down. Success in raising administrative assessment fees depends in large part on our failure to prevent crime.”).

142. See Martin, supra note 51, at 634–35.

practices; if they did, one would expect law enforcement and prosecutors to focus their efforts toward wealthier communities where the ability to pay economic sanctions is higher and property forfeitures are more lucrative. Instead, it is low-income communities and people of color who are more likely to be heavily policed, including for drug and public-order offenses that carry mandatory fines or where economic sanctions are the primary form of punishment. Such communities face uniquely high barriers to political participation. Not only are people who are directly disenfranchised as the result of a conviction blocked from voting, studies also show that disenfranchisement practices reduce voter turnout in African American communities broadly. There is also significant evidence that mere exposure to criminal legal systems via the arrest or incarceration of family members or from one’s own jailing for nondisenfranchising misdemeanor offenses leads to decreased political participation.

144. See, e.g., MENENDEZ ET AL., supra note 23, at 13; U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, TARGETED FINES AND FEES AGAINST COMMUNITIES OF COLOR: CIVIL RIGHTS & CONSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 72 (2017), https://www.usccr.gov/pubs/2017/Statutory_Enforcement_Report2017.pdf [https://perma.cc/77MS-9BXE]; Selbin, supra note 95, at 407–08 (finding that juveniles of color and their families are more likely to be subject to economic sanctions than their white counterparts); Noli Brazil, The Unequal Spatial Distribution of City Government Fines: The Case of Parking Tickets in Los Angeles, URB. AFF. REV., June 2018, at 19–26 (finding that the number of parking tickets issued in Los Angeles is higher in neighborhoods with black residents).

This is not to say that lawmakers do not also have public safety interests in mind. Economic sanctions constitute the primary punishment, for example, for traffic offenses typically designed to protect motorist and pedestrian safety. See, e.g., Marsh & Gerrick, supra note 25, at 115–16. But even where such proper motives exist, enforcement may still be disproportionately targeted at politically vulnerable communities. See, e.g., Findings, STAN. OPEN POLICING PROJECT, https://openpolicing.stanford.edu/findings [https://perma.cc/GXC9-UFV3] (analyzing nearly 100 million traffic stops and concluding that officers are more likely to stop African American drivers than white drivers, and more likely to issue speeding tickets to African American and Latinx drivers than white drivers). Further, that lawmakers may intend economic sanctions to promote public safety does not mean they do a good job at doing so. For example, although one recent study has found that an increase in traffic tickets reduces the number of traffic accidents, Makowsky & Stratmann, More Tickets, supra note 143, at 863, 883, a separate study has linked policies that allow law enforcement to retain forfeiture proceeds to increased traffic fatalities, Kantor et al., supra note 63, at 34, 36.


Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, a recent study analyzing data on over nine thousand cities found that separate and apart from budgetary needs, municipalities are more likely to rely on revenue from fines and fees as the percentage of black residents increases.\footnote{Michael W. Sances & Hye Young You, \textit{Who Pays for Government? Descriptive Representation and Exploitative Revenue Sources}, 79 J. Pol. 1090, 1091–92 (2017).}

Put simply, shifting the baseline of the analysis from the individual benefits of graduation to focus on the long-term goal of structural transformation reveals that graduation might aid in shrinking the carceral state. However, the contradictory consequence is that increased collections resulting from graduation may make it less likely lawmakers will critically examine the scope and harshness of existing criminal legal systems.

\section*{B. Goal Two: Create Systems of Transformative Justice}

For abolitionists, it is not enough to merely dismantle the carceral state; it is equally important to replace it with systems of transformative justice. Within this concept of transformative justice are two interrelated goals: building more equitable communities\footnote{GENERATION FIVE, supra note 31, at 5–6.} and creating systems to respond to incidents where people commit harm to others or the community that focus on accountability and community well-being rather than punishment.\footnote{Id.; McLeod, \textit{Envisioning Abolition Democracy}, supra note 31, at 1646.}

\subsection*{1. Build a More Equitable Society}

Within abolitionism, building a more equitable society involves “the creation of an array of social institutions that would begin to solve the social problems that set people on the track to prison, thereby helping to render the prison obsolete.”\footnote{DAVIS & MENDIETA, supra note 116, at 96.} Over time, access to supportive services in economically fragile communities—particularly chemical dependency and mental health treatment, employment training, and the like—have become intertwined with the carceral state, with such services at times primarily

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
or exclusively accessible through contact with criminal legal systems.\textsuperscript{152} For example, community mental health services are largely unavailable to people of limited means, whereas the three largest mental health systems in the United States are now inside jails.\textsuperscript{153} Abolitionists hold that a more rational and moral approach is to replace incarceration and other mechanisms of punishment that do a poor job in deterring crime\textsuperscript{154} with structures that improve economic and social well-being and allow people and their communities to flourish. Such programs may include, for example, community-based health services, increased support of public education programs, investments in job training and support, urban redevelopment, and access to affordable housing.\textsuperscript{155} This idea is supported by available research, which indicates “that states and countries that spend more on social welfare tend to have lower incarceration rates, and [that] high rates of inequality are associated with higher rates of imprisonment and higher rates of crime.”\textsuperscript{156}

Graduation of economic sanctions appears consistent with this goal because it is designed to promote financial stability for people and their families. The basic premise behind graduation is that ensuring that economic sanctions are manageable—meaning payable in a limited time period and at an amount that does not preclude a person from meeting basic needs—can have significant positive benefits for people subjected to criminal legal systems and their families.\textsuperscript{157} By reducing or even eliminating failures to pay due to inability, graduation not only improves financial stability in comparison to ungraduated sanctions but also decreases the risk of downstream consequences that further impede a person’s financial and social well-being, such as nonpayment penalties, wage garnishment, and driver’s license

\textsuperscript{152} GOTTschALK, supra note 115, at 46; see also supra note 50 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{155} See DAVIs, Are Prisons O obsolete?, supra note 32, at 20–21, 107–08; DAVIs & MENDIETA, supra note 116, at 99; Allegra M. McLeod, Prison Abolition and Grounded Justice, 62 UCLA L. REV. 1156, 1158–61 (2015); see also infra notes 273–79 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{156} GOTTschALK, supra note 115, at 279; see also infra notes 269–72 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{157} See COLGAN, Addressing Modern Debtors’ Prisons, supra note 25, at 6–12.
revocations.158 Similarly, attending to the real-world effects of cash and property forfeitures helps ensure that people are not stripped of shelter, transportation, and other property needed to function within society.159

In many jurisdictions, graduation may also contribute to this aim if revenues do increase and those funds are used to support social services rather than funding criminal legal systems. Funds generated through payment of economic sanctions are, for example, used to fund schools, infrastructure projects, city parks, and more.160 Therefore, if more money is generated from graduated economic sanctions, and used exclusively for such programs, the reform would contribute to community development.

Once again, though, graduation may simultaneously cut against abolitionist goals. Graduation will not always result in revenue increases. As noted above, the graduation of forfeitures is a one-way ratchet by which money or property is returned to the owner, thus reducing the amount accruing to the government.161 In other words, systems for graduating forfeitures reduce the amount of funding that could be diverted to social welfare programs.

Further, graduation does not address a deeper issue of inequity that may exist even when revenues are put toward social welfare spending. In many jurisdictions, funds obtained through economic sanctions, and not used to fund criminal legal processes, are placed into the jurisdiction’s general fund to be distributed jurisdiction wide. For example, under New Mexico law, all fines and forfeitures collected pursuant to the state’s general laws must be placed in its Current School Fund.162 In turn, monies from the fund are distributed to public schools under a formula that looks to student enrollment, as well as a series of multipliers related to data such as the number of special education or ESL students in the student body.163 There is no consideration of what community the funds originated from in the

158.  See supra notes 86–90 and accompanying text.
159.  See, e.g., Colgan & McLean, supra note 26, at 437–47.
160.  See, e.g., Prisoners of Debt: Justice System Imposes Steep Fines, Fees, supra note 58; supra notes 58–60 and accompanying text.
161.  See supra note 131–133 and accompanying text.
distribution scheme. This effectively means that communities that are more heavily policed are subjected to a tax that other communities do not have to bear, thus increasing rather than abating societal inequities.

In sum, graduation may simultaneously raise (by application to fines, fees, and surcharges) and lower (by application to forfeiture) revenues that could be used to fund social welfare programs. It also does nothing to mandate revenue redistribution from criminal legal systems to supportive social services or to reform systems that distribute revenues jurisdiction wide. As with its role in dismantling the carceral state, when its potential effects on the development of a more equitable society are considered, the efficacy of graduation is mixed.

2. Respond to Violations of the Law by Promoting Accountability and Community Well-Being. Though abolitionists posit that the development of structures that create more equitable societies will reduce crime, they also acknowledge that at times, people will still engage in acts that harm others or the community. A system of transformative justice would center responses to such transgressions on achieving accountability and community well-being through “reparation and reconciliation rather than retribution and vengeance.”

For those faced with economic sanctions, a well-designed graduation mechanism fits with the transformative justice goal of promoting community well-being. Namely, it protects community members by offering an individualized assessment intended to ensure that the real-world consequences of the sanctions—such as what it would mean for a family to lose a vehicle they depend on to attend work or school or to access child or medical care—are taken into account.

The thornier question is whether graduation promotes the well-being of all community members given its potential implications for the availability of monetary restitution for crime survivors. Any

164. Id. 165. See Martin, supra note 51, at 645–49 (describing Iowa’s practice of depositing economic sanction revenues in its general fund for state-wide distribution as a hidden form of taxation).
167. See supra note 25 and accompanying text.
168. See, e.g., Colgan & McLean, supra note 26, at 440–47.
meaningful system would require the graduation of restitution to ensure that the entire package of economic sanctions imposed is at a manageable amount in circumstances where a court orders the payment of restitution directly to the survivor (“direct restitution”) and would reduce the availability of forfeiture proceeds for distribution to survivors (“proceeds-based restitution”).

While abolitionism shifts the baseline against which graduation should be measured away from the status quo, understanding the stated rationale for restitution in existing criminal legal systems—making survivors whole—and how that framing pits survivors against those upon whom restitution is imposed provides useful context. Because graduation may reduce monies awarded to survivors, its application to restitution has been a political nonstarter. Though graduation of direct restitution to an affordable amount may lead to increased collections, and thus more money available to pay survivors, graduation necessarily places the sanction imposed below a survivor’s losses. Further, graduation of forfeitures necessarily reduces the amount of revenue available for proceeds-based restitution. Therefore, graduation has either been adopted in situations where restitution would never be awarded, such as for traffic offenses, or where lawmakers have explicitly excluded restitution from graduation programs, treating it as off-limits.

Whether graduation pushes funds available for restitution higher or lower, by treating restitution as sacrosanct within the development of graduation mechanisms, policymakers avoid a greater truth: the claim that restitution makes survivors whole is a lie. It is absolutely the case that having access to money can be critically important to survivors, who may need financial assistance to obtain medical or

---

169. See, e.g., supra note 67 and accompanying text.
170. Lollar, supra note 54, at 97.
171. The graduation of restitution, however, may be constitutionally required. See Colgan, Challenging the Modern Debtors’ Prison, supra note 26, at 41–46 (describing indications that the Supreme Court may treat restitution as a “fine” for purposes of the Eighth Amendment’s excessive fines clause); see also supra note 26.
172. See supra note 134 and accompanying text.
173. See supra notes 131–33 and accompanying text.
174. See, e.g., supra note 98 and accompanying text.
175. See supra note 93 and accompanying text.
176. Cf. Danielle Sered, Until We Reckon: Violence, Mass Incarceration, and a Road to Repair 41 (2019) (discussing how pretending that incarceration will help victims is “unethical” in light of the dearth of evidence that incarceration aids in alleviating trauma or in encouraging rehabilitation and safety).
mental health care, move to a safer location, and otherwise address their trauma and safety concerns. The inability to access necessary funds is particularly problematic because survivors are disproportionately low-income individuals, and therefore their financial losses are especially devastating and needs especially acute.

But the Supreme Court has recognized what criminal legal system actors know to be true: imposing direct restitution on a person who cannot pay “will not make restitution suddenly forthcoming.” Given rates of indigency for those subjected to prosecution, it is unsurprising that direct restitution arrears are at over $110 billion at the federal level ($100 billion of which the government believes is uncollectable), and arrears are likely in the billions more at the local and state level. Further, even when direct restitution is paid it is often at a trickle over time, doing little to help survivors when the loss occurs.

Existing proceeds-based restitution practices fare no better under scrutiny than direct restitution. The federal government uses a portion of forfeiture proceeds to pay survivors of associated crimes and also to finance the national Crime Victims Fund program, which is broken into separate funds managed by all fifty states. State lawmakers,
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however, often cap compensation awards, leaving survivors without the funds to address more significant needs.186 Lawmakers also may preclude survivors from receiving monies from victim compensation funds if they themselves have a prior criminal conviction.187 Eligibility for compensation is also dependent on reporting a crime and cooperating with law enforcement,188 even though many survivors choose not to report. Though there are many reasons why that may be the case, increased attention to the complexity of survivor interests has shown that some do not report out of fear of reprisal, because the person causing the harm is a loved one, or because they do not trust criminal legal system actors to treat them fairly or criminal punishment to improve their circumstances.189 Further, these compensation programs may limit eligibility to only those who have experienced physical harm, excluding those who experience serious emotional and psychological harms or property losses.190 This is the reality of restitution practices without graduation.

The shift to assessing graduation of restitution through an abolitionist lens affords consideration of a more complex understanding of what it means to make a survivor whole than the often-hollow gesture of imposing a restitution award on a person with limited or no means to pay it allows. Doing so suggests that the interests of survivors and those who cause harm may be better aligned than the standard narrative against graduating restitution indicates.

Abolitionists aim to replace—rather than improve—systems of punishment by establishing restorative justice practices designed to
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meet the stated interests of many survivors. Abolitionists acknowledge that there are survivors who seek retribution, desiring highly punitive responses be imposed on those who harmed them, and that the current system may satisfy that goal. But because abolitionists reject state-sponsored violence, abolitionists attempt to discern a more nuanced understanding of survivor needs—recognizing anger as a valid response to harm but also capturing other concerns, including the desire to have a meaningful voice in the process. Restorative justice programs are designed to engage people who are harmed and those who commit the harm—as well as members of the greater community in some restorative justice models—in a dialogue to reach an agreement as to what people must do to make amends and how the community can support that rehabilitative process.

At their core, restorative justice programs embody the idea that people who commit harm must be held accountable—including in some cases through the payment of restitution. But these programs also are compatible with the understanding that making restitution the sole responsibility of a person who commits harm may leave survivors empty-handed. As Danielle Sered, Executive Director of Common Justice, a restorative justice program focusing on violent felonies, explains: “Survivors do not want their healing resources tied to the person who hurt them, but they often do want things from that person.” In particular, survivors report wanting the people who
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harmed them to live up to the obligations imposed in processes of repair.\textsuperscript{199} If restitution is graduated to an amount at which payment is feasible, that need can be satisfied in conjunction with other actions aimed at holding the person who caused the harm accountable.\textsuperscript{200}

Along with promoting accountability through the imposition of manageable restitution amounts, graduation may also aid in ensuring the fulfilment of survivors’ interest in improving community well-being through assurances that the person who harmed them will not commit further harm.\textsuperscript{201} Studies suggest that unmanageable economic sanctions are criminogenic. For example, some people struggling with such debts report committing new offenses, including property offenses against others, to obtain money to pay off unmanageable economic sanctions.\textsuperscript{202} Other studies link financial instability—including the loss of access to employment or stable housing that may result from restitution debt or from deprivations through forfeiture—to recidivism.\textsuperscript{203} By setting sanctions at a manageable rate, graduation can act as additional reassurance to survivors that those who harmed them will be less likely to recidivate.

\textsuperscript{199.} Id. at 113, 118 (describing the process of setting “action-oriented agreements” that a person who commits harm is required to fulfill and the importance to many survivors that such agreements be fulfilled).

\textsuperscript{200.} See id. Though one study found that people who participated in restorative justice programs were significantly more likely to complete payment of restitution, BAZEMORE & UMBREIT, supra note 195, at 3, a lack of robustness and mixed results in studies of restorative justice programs generally means that more research on outcomes is needed, see DAVID B. WILSON, AJIMA OLAGHERE & CATHERINE S. KIMBRELL, GEO. MASON U., EFFECTIVENESS OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PRINCIPLES IN JUVENILE JUSTICE: A META-ANALYSIS 6–7 (2017), https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/ojjdp/grants/250872.pdf [https://perma.cc/D3VW-RTNG].

\textsuperscript{201.} See SERED, supra note 176, at 29–30 (discussing that most survivors worry about their own safety and posing that all survivors want to make sure the person who hurt them will not hurt others).


\textsuperscript{203.} See Colgan & McLean, supra note 26, at 436–38; infra notes 269–72 and accompanying text.
In addition to potentially lowering recidivism rates, graduation may help promote community well-being by shifting incentives that can pull law enforcement away from attending to crimes that affect survivors. A recent study has shown, for example, that the possibility of accruing revenues pushes law enforcement and prosecutors to focus on offenses more likely to result in the imposition of economic sanctions, to the detriment of solving violent crime.204 In particular, the study concluded that a 1 percent increase in the percentage of a city’s budget generated through economic sanctions “is associated with a statistically and substantively significant 6.1 percentage point decrease in the violent crime clearance rate and 8.3 percentage point decrease in the property crime clearance rate.”205 Interestingly, the study’s findings were “driven entirely by cities with populations less than 28,010 (the bottom 80% of the U.S. city population distribution)” in which officers have increased discretion to focus on offenses that are most likely to generate revenue.206 The study’s authors posited that those results are consistent with the notion that in smaller cities and rural areas, law enforcement officers are less likely to be siloed into particular units often found in larger agencies—for example, the homicide unit or traffic enforcement division—and therefore have greater control over what types of cases to direct their efforts toward.207 That does not mean, however, that the dynamic of prioritizing revenue-generating activities over violent or property crimes cannot occur in larger metropolitan areas. For example, in 2014, the Oakland, California, police department reported that it made no attempt to investigate 80 percent of reported robberies and 97 percent of reported burglaries.208 The department does, however, designate significant resources to traffic enforcement, which generates money through fines.209

In brief, a focus on the benefits of graduation to those who commit harm pits their interests against survivor needs in a way that allows for the appearance that lawmakers have acted to protect survivors by
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preserving restitution, while in fact current restitution practices do little to meaningfully make survivors whole. When viewed through the more complex understanding of survivor needs recognized by abolitionists, graduation of restitution and other economic sanctions—when combined with other reforms aimed at increasing survivor access to financial support discussed below—may do a better job at meeting survivor needs.

*    *    *

Examining the reform of graduating economic sanctions to account for financial effect through the lens of abolitionism reveals that graduation aids the abolitionist goal of dismantling the carceral state by helping people extricate themselves from criminal legal systems as payment of economic sanctions is made feasible and by shrinking funding sources that bolster carceral systems in certain circumstances. Graduation also aids in the creation of systems of transformative justice by potentially increasing monies available for social service programs and direct restitution, and otherwise better serving survivor needs. At the same time, because making payment of economic sanctions manageable likely leads to increased collections, graduation simultaneously risks entrenching the status quo by disincentivizing lawmakers from critically examining the scope and severity of criminal laws and processes, exacerbating inequalities related to the distribution of funds for social services, and by disguising the need to address how current restitution mechanisms fail survivors. Possible reforms that may alleviate these problems are addressed next.

III. ADDITION OF STRUCTURAL REFORMS

This Part turns to how the individual benefits of graduation may still be captured while addressing its structural drawbacks through
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complementary reforms. These reforms, sketched out in brief below, involve removing revenue incentives that sustain the status quo, as well as reinvestment of those revenues in social services and the development of nonincarcereative responses to violations of the law, including by bolstering access to funds used to make survivors whole. By describing the broad strokes of such reforms and their potential complications, this Article does not mean to claim that any particular policy will create a specific result. To be sure, there are multiple hydraulic pressures in play—swings of the tough-on-crime to smart-on-crime pendulum, the shifting health of any particular jurisdiction’s economy, and so on—any one of which may have implications for the political palatability and impact, or lack thereof, of the reforms below. Therefore, as with any structural change, ongoing study is needed to ensure that the desired effects are actually achieved. Rather, these proposals are intended to generate attention to the types of policy responses that may address implications of graduation captured by resetting the baseline from improvements over ungraduated sanctions to a focus on broader structural transformation. Though these complementary reforms are designed to bring graduation in better alignment with abolitionist aims, abolitionists also demand recognition of their limitations, which are addressed in brief in this Part’s conclusion.

A. Remove Revenue Incentives

To address the risk that increased collections resulting from graduation will cement the breadth and punitive nature of current criminal legal systems, a key reform that is complementary to graduation would be a prohibition on using revenues from economic sanctions for the funding of criminal legal system actors, including courts, prosecutors, probation and parole departments, and law enforcement. The general premise of this reform is that requiring lawmakers to rely solely on tax dollars to fund the entirety of the criminal legal apparatus would put the expansiveness and failures of criminal policy in much sharper relief thus relieving the myopia that access to revenues may cause.

One question this proposal raises is whether funding restrictions should extend so far as to prohibit the financing of indigent defense
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services given that it is a component of criminal legal systems that would otherwise require tax dollars to fund. On the one hand, indigent defense representation is a frontline defense that both limits the number of people subjected to punishment and the severity of those punishments. In this way, it is consistent with the abolitionist aim of shrinking the scope of the carceral state. On the other hand, the decades-long gross underfunding of indigent defense systems too often constrains the ability of attorneys to provide zealous representation, thereby hamstringing defense counsels’ ability to meaningfully shrink the carceral state while simultaneously legitimizing the system by appearing constitutionally adequate.220 Further, funding indigent defense with revenue from economic sanctions creates a symbolic—and perhaps actual—conflict of interest by making the fiscal viability of defense systems dependent upon conviction.221 Continued reliance on economic sanctions may also leave indigent defense services without adequate revenue streams if ticketing rates decline.222

Another question is whether funding for projects consistent with the development of social services but managed by traditional criminal legal system actors should also be restricted. In a handful of jurisdictions, law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies have developed programs by which people who otherwise could have been arrested are instead provided with housing assistance, job training and placement, financial support to meet basic needs, and other supportive services, leading to long-term stability and reduced involvement with criminal legal systems.224 Economic sanction revenues have, in some
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224. See generally Seema L. Clifasefi, Heather S. Lonczak & Susan E. Collins, Seattle’s Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) Program: Within-Subjects Changes on Housing, Employment, and Income/Benefits Outcomes and Associations with Recidivism, 63 CRIME & DELINQUENCY 429, 431 (2017) (finding that participants were over twice as likely to have access
places, also been used to move law enforcement toward a public health model to respond to addiction and prevent overdose deaths, such as when Morris County, New Jersey, used drug forfeiture proceeds to convert a SWAT vehicle into a mobile recovery center. It is possible that such services could be funded and managed totally without the involvement of criminal legal system actors, which would be more consistent with the abolitionist goal of dismantling the carceral state. But it is also possible to understand incremental steps toward a less punitive system—even one involving law enforcement and prosecutors—as working toward that same abolitionist objective.

In addition to questions regarding the scope of funding restrictions, a separate concern is that a shift of revenues to government-funded or managed social services may not protect against a recreation of the pathologies—including structural racism and other forms of discrimination—that have plagued criminal legal systems. After all, inequities in social services related to housing, health care, education, and more are long-standing. These pathologies may be less likely to be replicated if community representatives rather than government officials manage these systems, an idea discussed further below. But in any event, ongoing review of any such systems to shelter, 89 percent more likely to have permanent housing than they were prior to participation, and 46 percent more likely to be in job training, legally employed, or retired); SUSAN E. COLLINS, HEATHER S. LONCZAK & SEEMA L. CLIFASEFI, UNIV. OF WASH. LEAD EVALUATION TEAM, LEAD PROGRAM EVALUATION: CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND LEGAL SYSTEM UTILIZATION AND ASSOCIATED COSTS 2–5 (2015). https://56ec6537-6189-4c37-a275-02c6ee23cefe8.filesusr.com/ugd/6f124f_2f66ef4935c04d37a11b04d1998f61e2.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZX3C-FA4N] (finding that recidivism rates for people who were provided case management that included housing services, job training and placement, and financial support were statistically significantly reduced as compared to a control group of people subjected to standard criminal legal system processes).
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should be undertaken to guard against the creation of unanticipated inequities.

It is also important to recognize that this proposal may have unintended consequences, as it could push lawmakers to shrink the budgets of other social programs to protect the funding of criminal legal systems as they currently stand. In other words, even a lawmaker who no longer suffers from monetary myopia,230 may favor the carceral state over social welfare programs and direct a now more limited set of funds to be used accordingly. There is good reason to believe this may be the case. The build-up of the carceral state since the 1960s has long been intertwined with the dismantling of social services, with the funding of the former prized over the societal benefits of the latter.231 There are also, however, indications that this may not occur. For example, one recent study showed that lawmakers often use forfeiture revenues to offset tax dollars that otherwise would have been expended for law enforcement; yet, in times of budget crises, those same lawmakers are more likely to distribute those funds to bolster social welfare programs.232

Further, any attempt to prohibit the expenditure of these revenues will likely be met with virulent opposition by those with interests in maintaining the status quo, including law enforcement and prosecutors as well as private companies that profit from the carceral state. For example, law enforcement and prosecutorial organizations have fought against reforms to civil forfeiture for decades. When complaints about abuses led Congress to consider significant alterations to forfeiture laws, law enforcement and prosecutors engaged in a “voracious lobbying’ campaign,’’ successfully killing the most meaningful aspects of the legislation voted on in 2000233 thereby preserving the ability to expand forfeiture into the behemoth it is today.234
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232. See Baicker & Jacobson, supra note 62, at 2115, 2128–29. In addition, the combination of this proposal with the redistribution of revenues to the communities from which they are stripped, see infra Part III.B.1, may provide some protection against the risk of general defunding. As noted above, in some jurisdictions, revenue from economic sanctions is placed in general funds or funds used for noncarceral purposes for distribution statewide. See supra notes 162–65 and accompanying text. If revenues can be distributed only to heavily policed communities, the general defunding of services would primarily affect communities that are less heavily policed. Because those communities have comparatively greater political influence, defunding would be politically costly.
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This reform, however, is more modest than it at first appears. Take its likely effect on law enforcement funding. Though these data do not capture all forfeitures, fees, and surcharges, and thus likely undervalue reliance on monies generated from economic sanctions, data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Census of Governments show that in 2012, only 15 percent of law enforcement budgets nationwide came from such revenues.235 The extent of that reliance, of course, varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and therefore could make a more substantial impact on law enforcement capacity in some locales.236 One in ten law enforcement agencies saw 32 percent of their budgets come from economic sanctions, and a small fraction of those agencies relied on such revenues for 90 percent or more of their budgets.237 As reliance increases, however, these reforms may effectively target the very agencies that prize revenues over public safety,238 and therefore may be particularly important to ensuring that law enforcement priorities align with the public interest.

This reform is also likely to generate more political support than may be expected. Concerns about abuses related to the use of economic sanctions have already led to successful campaigns to limit the use of fees and surcharges239 as well as forfeitures240 in some jurisdictions. There is also increasing evidence that the electorate—including survivors of crime—are supportive of shrinking criminal legal systems in favor of building up social services that better address the root causes of crime. A 2016 survey showed that by a three-to-one margin crime survivors “prefer holding people accountable through options beyond prison, such as rehabilitation, mental health treatment, drug treatment, community supervision, or community service.”241


236. It is possible that some jurisdictions merely break even or actually lose money—expending more on imposition and collection than they take in from revenues—particularly if they rely heavily on incarceration in the collections process. See MENENDEZ ET AL., supra note 23, at 5, 9–10. In such cases, the redistribution of revenue away from criminal legal systems may have a particularly strong effect because it even more fully undermines the continued use of criminal legal processes as revenue generators.
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This is not to say that legislation outlawing the use of economic sanctions revenues to fund criminal legal systems is currently realistic—at best, lawmakers may be willing to eliminate some of the most egregious practices that have been occurring in some states.\footnote{242} The point of using abolitionism as a heuristic, however, is not to limit oneself to only what is politically palatable in the moment, but rather to imagine what a just and fair system would look like and assess a policy’s consistency with that end. In other words, “[a] prerequisite to seeking any social change is the naming of it,” without which that ultimate goal “will never come.”\footnote{243}

In sum, legislation that removes the revenue incentive from economic sanctions by prohibiting its use for funding criminal legal systems may allow the benefits of graduation in individual cases—including poverty reduction and extrication from carceral control—to accrue.\footnote{244} At the same time, these reforms still move toward systemic abolitionist goals by making it more likely that lawmakers, left to fund the carceral state through tax dollars or the reduction of other programs, will take seriously the costs and consequences of the system as it currently operates.

\section*{B. Distribute Funds to Achieve Structural Reform}

In addition to removing revenue incentives for criminal legal system actors, to address the potential inconsistencies between graduation’s possible outcomes and the abolitionist aims detailed above, funds derived from economic sanctions could be redistributed for use in targeted community-reinvestment projects and restorative responses to violations of the law.

1. \textit{Targeted Community Reinvestment}. Redistribution of revenues from graduated economic sanctions to supportive social services that address the root causes of crime would be consistent with the abolitionist goal of building more equitable communities, at least so long as the distribution mechanisms do not promote inequality. Recall, in particular, that in some jurisdictions, revenues from economic sanctions are placed in general funds or other funds for noncarceral

\footnote{242. See, e.g., Selbin, supra note 95, at 408–13 (pursuing the abolition of juvenile fees).}
\footnote{244. See supra notes 125–30, 133 and accompanying text.}
projects for distribution to jurisdiction-wide government programs, operating as a regressive tax on the most heavily policed communities. To remedy the use of revenues from even graduated economic sanctions as a hidden tax, these funds could instead be returned to the community where the person who was assessed the sanction lives or where the policing occurred, with a prohibition against offsetting those revenues by funding decreases to general distribution programs. Redistributed revenues could then be invested in social services and other community projects, including services for survivors to aid in addressing trauma and safety concerns.

At first glance, this reform appears as if it would have little impact given the prior description of the likely small economic effect of revenue losses that would be incurred by criminal system actors in many jurisdictions. Even if the diminished revenue constitutes an insubstantial loss to those systems, however, it could be a windfall for social services. For example, the police, probation, corrections, and juvenile detention budgets for New York City amount to nearly $6.6 billion annually. Because New York City has significant transparency problems with respect to its forfeiture practices, it is impossible to discern the exact amount of its budget that comes from economic sanction revenues. Assuming, however, that it runs at the national average of 15 percent, that would result in an infusion of funds for social services of over $986 million annually, which could, for example, more than double the city’s investment of $863 million in universal Pre-K education programs or nearly match the $1.3 billion dollars in funding for its Department of Homeless Services. New York City has the largest police force in the country and therefore is
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an outlier to some extent, but the redistribution of funds even in cities with smaller budgets could be significant. Detroit, for example, has an annual police budget of $310 million, so at 15 percent would have over $46 million dollars freed up for social service investment each year, outpacing, for example, the $43.5 million the city spends on its Housing and Revitalization Department.253 Budgets in smaller municipalities and rural areas would, of course, be significantly smaller in dollar value. But because a significant percentage of municipal budgets in such areas come from economic sanction revenues,254 a commitment of that funding for social services could have a dramatic effect, particularly in rural areas that have difficulty reaching economies of scale and therefore often have little-to-no access to social services.255

While in most cases redistribution to heavily policed communities would be both a meaningful addition to social service budgets and logistically straightforward,256 the control of such funding by affected communities—something of critical importance to many abolitionists257—raises complex questions about the meaning of “community.” The lack of a precise definition of community has been a critique of abolitionism in general, and restorative justice practices in particular, given that the borders and interests of the relevant community may be fluid and difficult to discern.258 Additionally, structural inequalities and hierarchies may be so embedded within communities that the very power dynamics abolitionists challenge may

253. See id. at 35 (discussing the breakdown of Detroit’s fiscal years 2017–2020 general fund expenditures).


256. In some cases, it will be difficult to target revenues back to particular communities within a jurisdiction. For example, ticketing and forfeitures on state highways may involve out-of-town drivers rather than local residents. See Makowsky & Stratmann, More Tickets, supra note 143, at 865 (finding that increased ticketing during periods of budget shortfall in Massachusetts focused on out-of-town drivers). In those instances, revenues could be applied to victim compensation funds. See infra Part III.B.2.


be difficult to dislodge. Of course, these are not problems unique to abolitionism. As Jocelyn Simonson has explained, whether appointed or elected, traditional criminal legal systems assume that prosecutors and law enforcement represent the interests of “the People,” as if community sentiment on crime and punishment are monolithic. Further, traditional systems formally exclude some members of the public—for example, barring people with felony convictions from jury service—under the guise that doing so weeds out bias and thus achieves a neutral approach to community adjudication. In other words, the complexities raised by the fact that abolitionists center their approach on the needs of the community does not necessarily mean that abolitionism is inferior to traditional approaches.

Separately, the transfer of revenues to support community-based services—and especially revenues generated through the imposition of economic sanctions—may result in what some abolitionists critique as the “non-profit industrial complex.” This concern centers on the possibility that reliance on such funding may make community-based organizations less likely to push for radical reforms, effectively entrenching the status quo under the guise of progress. It is even possible that the redistribution of such funds would lead community-based organizations, like some carceral actors, to preserve their funding by resisting appropriate limitations on the use of economic sanctions even when such limitations would better serve community needs. Therefore, to protect abolitionist aims, it would be important to periodically assess such systems to ensure that the organization

259. See GENERATION FIVE, supra note 31, at 21 (questioning whether restorative justice “allows for challenges to dominant power hierarchies within any given community” including racism, classism, sexism, and homophobia); Nicolas Carrier & Justin Piché, Blind Spots of Abolitionist Thought in Academia, 12 CHAMP PENAL 1, 7–9 (2015) (detailing critiques of abolitionism related to the notion of “community”).
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“facilitates collective forms of participation that challenge powerful institutional actors and dominant ideas of justice.”

Another potential issue is that community control of revenues does not necessarily guarantee a move away from carceral systems. As James Forman, Jr. has documented, for example, African American residents and leaders in Washington, D.C., besieged by crime and violence in the 1980s, sought a reinvestment in the social safety net but also pushed for increases in law enforcement activity and more punitive responses to those who broke the law. In other words, abolitionists’ insistence on community control over revenues and responses to crime may ultimately cut against abolitionist goals.

Of course, the ultimate acceptance of noncarceral responses—and thus of abolition itself—will rise and fall with how well supportive social services curb crime and improve community well-being. Affected communities, as well as policymakers, may be less likely to call for increased reliance on policing and punishment—and to insist on the use of revenues from economic sanctions to fund the carceral state—if abolitionists are correct that societal conditions will improve by addressing the root causes of crime through investment in supportive programming. And there is evidence that they may be right. An ever-growing body of research shows that supportive social services do a significantly better job at reducing crime than traditional punitive measures, including ungraded economic sanctions that can be criminogenic. To provide just a few examples, studies have shown that access to stable housing, educational services, employment, and
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mental health treatment,270 or a combination of such services,271 reduce recidivism. Not only do those services decrease crime, they also make it possible for people who would otherwise be involved in criminal legal systems to obtain and maintain education and employment, attend to basic needs, preserve family bonds, and thus flourish within the community.272

A real-world example of what community-based services might look like is offered by a multipronged community-reinvestment initiative that began in Colorado in 2014.273 In addition to providing significant funding for comprehensive support services provided to people leaving incarceration and managed by the nonprofit Latino Coalition for Community Leadership,274 Colorado lawmakers also passed legislation that reduced incarceration terms for technical parole violations, reinvested the $4 million in annual savings to a grant program that provides “direct services and capital for small business lending,” and established local planning teams to engage in community-based priority setting that would steer grantmaking.275 Additionally, based on findings of a community survey of crime survivors conducted by the Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition, Colorado lawmakers created an additional community grant program to better address the underserved needs of “survivors who are men, people of color and young adults.”276 In keeping with abolitionist principles, these projects are designed to improve the economic and social well-being of both survivors and people who have violated the law.

Another example can be seen in the work of the Detroit Justice Center, a nonprofit dedicated to ending mass incarceration and
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building more equitable communities.\textsuperscript{277} For example, the Center engaged teens in a dialogue about how to spend funds that would otherwise be used toward the building of a local jail; the teens zeroed in on specific areas of intervention, including a need for robust mental health resources, an emergency loan program, affordable housing, and increased educational opportunities.\textsuperscript{278} Through these efforts at community engagement, the Center has established an “Economic Equity” program, which includes “support for transformative economic solutions” like “community land trusts, worker cooperatives, and enterprises led by returning citizens,” as well as affordable housing for survivors of gun violence and for people returning from periods of incarceration.\textsuperscript{279}

In short, the redistribution of funds away from the carceral state and toward community-based social services raises complicated questions regarding control, but also a real possibility to better address the particular needs of a given community, support social welfare, and allow communities to thrive.

2. \textit{Restorative Responses to Violations of the Law}. An additional reform would be necessary to address inconsistencies between graduation and abolitionist goals given the way graduation may cement inattention to the ineffectiveness of punitive measures, particularly through the failure to meaningfully address survivor needs.\textsuperscript{280} Therefore, along with community investments of the kind noted above, funding of community-based programs to be used when transgressions of the law occur would aid in developing systems of transformative justice.

An example of a project that might address offenses resulting in no direct harm is offered by Project Reset, a program used to divert people who have committed certain misdemeanor offenses in
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Brooklyn, New York.\(^{281}\) The program requires people to engage in educational programming, such as a two-hour curriculum at a local museum in which a “discussion is led by teaching artists, whose own work centers around themes of social justice and prison reform.”\(^{282}\) Program participants then create their own artwork “in an effort to learn about accepting responsibility and changing one’s personal narrative while simultaneously being exposed to art and cultural offerings within their community.”\(^{283}\) Originally devised only for use in cases involving juveniles, the reduced rates of recidivism among program participants was so impressive that Brooklyn soon extended the program to adults.\(^{284}\)

It is one thing to use restorative justice programs in cases involving low-level offenses, but it may be something else entirely when the offense at issue results in serious harm. Abolitionism is often critiqued for failing to adequately address how to ensure that society is protected from the “dangerous few”—people who may commit acts of violence even in a reformed society.\(^{285}\)

Interestingly, however, groups like Common Justice are now successfully implementing restorative justice principles in cases involving serious violence. These programs bring together the person who has committed the wrong with both those who are directly harmed and, in some cases, community representatives.\(^{286}\) Together, participants agree on a nonincarcerative manner of holding “the responsible party accountable in ways meaningful to the person harmed.”\(^{287}\) For example, one case handled by Common Justice involved a young man named Shawn who had been traumatized after he witnessed the fatal shooting of his friend Kenny.\(^{288}\) But in this case, it was Shawn who was the responsible party, as a year later he had shot at another young man named Daquan.\(^{289}\) Though Daquan was not physically injured, he in turn experienced trauma, feeling so unsafe that
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he left his home in New York to stay with an older sister in Philadelphia, disrupting the child care he had been providing for his younger sister while his mother worked.\textsuperscript{290} After Shawn’s arrest, Common Justice convened a restorative justice circle, involving Shawn, Daquan and his family, and the parents of Shawn’s friend Kenny as members of the affected community.\textsuperscript{291} Common Justice Executive Director Danielle Sered explains:

What they were doing in that circle was in part facing each other and the pain between them. But they were also crafting the response to the harm in the form of the commitments Shawn would have to fulfill. These commitments reflected the group's shared vision of the kind of man Shawn could become and involved college, work, restitution, trauma-focused therapy, apologies, peace offerings, public speaking, and more. They required him to complete a significant number of hours of community service, divided among [Kenny's parents'] church, Daquan’s family’s church, and a variety of projects happening in honor of Kenny. These projects all held him closer to the community he had damaged through his actions rather than casting him away.\textsuperscript{292}

Because Common Justice requires that all commitments be attainable,\textsuperscript{293} this case provides an example of how graduated restitution set within Shawn’s means, along with other requirements focused on direct survivor and community healing, can be commensurate with restorative justice practices. In Shawn’s case, the intervention was a success: he is now employed, engaged in service to nonprofits in his community, and has committed no new crimes.\textsuperscript{294} While this approach may not be feasible to ensure community safety and well-being in all cases,\textsuperscript{295} it does suggest that even in cases involving serious violence, restorative justice approaches can be feasible.

The use of restorative justice approaches that incorporate graduated restitution, however, does not ensure that survivors have the
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financial support necessary to aid in their recovery, and so the expansion of survivor compensation programs is also needed. As noted above, graduated economic sanctions will, in many cases, mean that restitution is set below a survivor’s full monetary needs and may not be imposed at all if restorative justice processes result in the imposition of nonmonetary methods of achieving accountability. A structure is already in place nationwide that can aid in solving this issue: the aforementioned national Crime Victims Fund program. There is no reason revenues from graduated economic sanctions cannot continue to help populate those funds. But to ensure that victim compensation programs are consistent with the stories we tell regarding the importance of making survivors whole, available funds must not be capped and must be available to all those who experience harm.

C. Limitations of These Reforms

The additional structural reforms offered herein bring graduation of economic sanctions in better alignment with abolitionist principles by ensuring that revenues cannot be used to bolster criminal legal system budgets and requiring investment in transformative justice mechanisms. Yet it is important to acknowledge that these reforms remain limited. First, these reforms still presume that people will be subject to policing and prosecution with the imposition of economic sanctions to follow. Graduation risks creating a legitimizing effect on these practices by placing an imprimatur of fairness on a system that remains inherently unfair. In other words, though graduation and the additional reforms described herein help reduce the footprint of the carceral state, the additional proposals do not guarantee that the targeting of politically vulnerable people, and particularly people of color, will come to an end. Second, these reforms will affect communities differently, depending not only on how much of a dent redistribution makes in criminal legal system budgets and how much revenue is freed up for reinvestment, but also on broader economic
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and social dynamics, including the existing state of social welfare programs and the progressive or regressive nature of applicable tax structures. Finally, no matter how much of a shift these additional reforms create, they cannot fully undo centuries of economic deprivation and trauma, reaching back to our nation’s earliest hours, that have wrought a “complex and compounding array of injustice this better future would have to negate.” In short, advocates seeking broad structural transformation will not, and should not, be satisfied with the reforms detailed in this Article.

Yet, even with all their deficiencies, the mere fact that these reforms may move us toward a future that is fundamentally transformed comports with the “gradual project of decarceration” that abolitionists have undertaken. Their challenge has been “passionately attending to the needs” of people caught up in criminal legal systems—including those struggling under the weight of ungraduated economic sanctions—while keeping broad structural reform center stage. Assessing the efficacy of graduating economic sanctions through that lens shows that, particularly when complemented with additional reforms that address its shortcomings, graduation can help to achieve the transformational change abolitionists seek.

**CONCLUSION**

Perhaps the most daunting aspect of abolitionism is its requirement that we measure crime policy against a baseline that has never existed—an American society “in which punishment itself is no longer the central concern in the making of justice.”

It would be easy to believe that such a society is unattainable and thus abolitionism itself is of little value. But as this Article shows, because abolitionism shifts the baseline from the status quo to that purportedly implausible future, it forces recognition of a much more complex array of consequences—both benefits and drawbacks—
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afforded by a given reform. Whether one ultimately agrees with abolitionist goals or not, that exercise has tremendous value.\textsuperscript{310}

That this Article has shown that abolitionism informs critical analysis of the graduation of economic sanctions does not, of course, mean that either graduation or the complementary reforms offered herein will be forthcoming. For an example, let us return to Oklahoma, where this Article began. Though press attention and the efforts of pro bono counsel resulted in Muskogee County returning the cash it seized from Mr. Wah,\textsuperscript{311} efforts to pass systemic reforms to Oklahoma’s forfeiture practices have been beaten back by the state’s law enforcement and prosecutors, and there are few signs major reform will take place any time soon.\textsuperscript{312}

But despite the lack of movement in Oklahoma and other states on certain crime policies, there are signs that the possibility of meaningful, structural reform to criminal legal systems is within reach in a way it has not been in recent memory. For example, Oklahoma’s citizenry approved a ballot initiative in 2016 that reclassified several felonies to misdemeanors, with savings reallocated to fund community-based chemical dependency and mental health programs.\textsuperscript{313} The initiative was not retroactive, but a bipartisan bill, passed into law in May 2019, provided Governor Kevin Stitt with greater authority to grant clemency to people who would have received nonincarcerative sentences had they be sentenced after the initiative passed.\textsuperscript{314} In November 2019, Governor Stitt approved the largest single-day grant of clemency in U.S. history, resulting in the release of 462 people an average of nearly a year and a half before their sentences were to end.\textsuperscript{315} One of those people was Kisha Snider.\textsuperscript{316} Had the court properly
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accounted for Ms. Snider’s financial circumstances before imposing unmanageable fees, she would never have been imprisoned in the first place. But the fact that Oklahoma’s electorate agreed that its criminal legal system should be less punitive—and that the savings from that reform should be reallocated to fund community-based chemical dependency and mental health programs—suggests that abolitionist ideals have begun to take hold.
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